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The rand was firmer halfway through the session yesterday in response to the awaited lower inflation data that 

indicated to investors that the SARB would very likely keep rates unchanged from previous today. The rand 

strengthened to R14.7516/$ish just after midday, but quickly weakened of this  level. Our local unit ended the 

session weaker at R14.9797/$.

 

SARB’s interest rate decision is expected out in the afternoon. Reuter’s poll forecasts that interest rates will remain 

unchanged. 
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The dollar continue to strengthen  yesterday, supported by positive manufacturing and services data, further stating 

that they expect 2021 to be a very strong year despite inflation remaining a concern for investors. 

The euro was on the backfoot again yesterday, weakening further against the dollar as the bloc experiences setbacks. 

Despite positive economic data prints yesterday, especially for Germany, the largest economy, strict lockdown 

restrictions due to being hard hit with a third wave of COVID-19 and delays in vaccine rollout have eroded 

confidence. The euro weakened to $1.1808 .

The pound extended losses against the dollar yesterday but appears to still hold firm against other rivals as recent 

disputes with the EU and challenges around acquiring enough vaccines have diminished growth optimism. 
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